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SOOTHING ECHOES FROM THE LAND OF THE FREE. 

REAGAN’S VISION OF THE WORLD 

BETWEEN MYTH AND REALITY 

Laura Garcés, 1994. 

“I knew Jefferson. He was a friend of mine.” Ronald Reagan 
at the Republican Convention, August 17, 1992. 

 
“Reagan gives our history the continuity of a celluloid 

Mobius strip. We ride its curves backward and forward at the same time and 
he is always there. There is an endlessness of surface that becomes a kind of 
depth… Reagan’s image precedes us when we ride forward or backward in 

time, anticipating our reactions, reflecting us back to ourselves, stirring 
‘memories of the future’”. Garry Wills, Reagan’s America, Innocents at 

Home, p. 371. 
 

What makes the presence of myth in Reagan's vision of the 

world such an appealing subject, one indeed thoroughly examined already 

by historians? Many reasons, superficial or profound, could be invoked. 

First, of course, the man himself, and his amazing destiny. For any outside 

observer, Reagan could indeed appear to be the incarnation per se of the 

American dream of success. Or so it seems as he recollects the principal 

stages of his life in his Memoirs. After living a healthy, sporty childhood, 

happy despite his modest background, Ronald Reagan went to Eureka 

college, which "represented everything I had dreamed it would be and 

more," (1) and, a few months after his graduation in 1932 found a job as 
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radio announcer: "It was a fantasy come true" (2) His wishes after that 

would continue to be blessed, as he became actor, made a late arrival on the 

political scene, and finally, was elected 40th president of the United States. 

In his Memoirs, Reagan seems to attribute his exceptional luck to the 

American dream. "What an incredible country we lived in," he wrote, 

"where the great-grandson of a poor immigrant from Ballyporeen could 

become president." (3) For the outside observer, he did indeed embody the 

American myth. Yet, on second thought, Ronald Reagan seems more 

difficult to be captured and defined. Is it mere coincidence that he happened 

to be President of the United States as the Soviet empire began to decline, a 

circumstance that makes us regard him as a realist, a pragmatist who 

succeeded in what previous administrations had failed, namely in 

implementing policy strategies that inevitably led to Moscow's demise? 

Testimonies about him are contradictory. His erstwhile rival Gorbachev in 

1988 publicly acknowledged his realism. (4) Others denounced him as a 

"great pretender", dismissed his policies as fantasy, or as such an 

intertwining of myth making and policy making that it becomes 

"increasingly difficult to disentangle fact from fiction". (5) Some, finally, 

implicitly slighted his personal contribution, choosing to regard him as "the 

culmination of a century of linguistic and political evolution." (6) Rich with 
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nuances, the exhaustive biography of Lou Cannon frequently points at 

Reagan's propensity to fantasy, something that often exasperated his 

entourage, but balances it against Reagan's pragmatic and conservative 

disposition. (7) He notes, moreover, discrepancies between Reagan's rhetoric 

and his inclinations. (8) A more complex, or less transparent, character 

therefore emerges from the descriptions of those who knew him best, 

beginning with his wife Nancy. (9) In fact, Reagan himself revealed the gap 

between his role and what this image projected, when he intrigued his 

audience by remarking that acting had represented an indispensable asset for 

his presidency. (l0) Reagan's reluctance to arbitrate conflicts between his 

collaborators renders it even more difficult to ascertain his position. 

Dismissing Reagan's delving in myth and fables as trivial, 

naive, or even irrelevant, precludes us from understanding Reagan's 

particular vision of the world and of his nation as an indivisible and 

perpetual mélange of fact and fiction rather than as a thought-out 

perspective flawed by inconsistencies. Charges that he deluded himself and 

substituted an imaginary world for reality imply a logic that Reagan's world 

evades. Instead, his intuitions and personal views often outweighed 

whatever political philosophy may have inspired him. How else can one 

explain his receptivity to the head of the "evil empire" after the 1985 fireside 
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chat in Geneva? Or his suggestion in July 1981 that the heads of states 

meeting in Ottawa communicate openly and freely what they had on their 

minds, without following any strict agenda? Empathy for Marcos' adverse 

fate after the elections of February 1986 also appeared to outweigh 

considerations on the socioeconomic and political conditions in the 

Philippines. His motivation to intervene in the Iran crisis is said in the same 

vein to have been mainly the rescue of the hostages. (11) Apart from 

personal incentives, it was his vision of the nation that for him determined 

reality, so that stigmatizing him for wandering off into the world of fiction 

may make us fail to see that Reagan tried more to stretch reality to meet his 

ideals than to anchor his dreams in real life. It was his particular way of 

espousing the myths of America, of answering concrete dilemmas by 

evoking symbols that made him, as Garry Wills has remarked, "the opposite 

of the chameleon: environments adapt themselves to him." (12) 

Both fantasy and reality coexisted in his vision of the world. 

It was often the discrepancy between the two that shaped his political 

initiatives, and that in the end accounts for his controversial legacy. While it 

is truly difficult - especially in the absence of open archival material - to 

grasp the precise input of President Reagan in his administration's policies, 

we can try to understand his aura. The Great Communicator's main 
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contribution was indeed, even if temporarily, to reconcile the nation with its 

traditional image. Before even beginning his political career, Reagan had 

shaped the perspective that in the eighties would rescue America's identity 

sorely tried by the cold war and by political disarray at home. The theme of 

a hostile outside world as a mobilization and propelling catalyst of U.S. 

identity is a well-known one. (13) A hostile world that was also intent on 

subduing the nation. Reagan saw a communist plan operating in Hollywood 

as early as in the 1940's. (14 ) It was in the late 1950's that he started to 

relate international communism and the ever-growing governmental 

intervention in the lives of Americans. (15) His vision of the nation was 

inseparable from his understanding of the world. Although still a Democrat 

at the time, he campaigned for Eisenhower and subsequently for Richard 

Nixon. (16) His conversion to the Republican party originated in his belief 

that government interference, as the first step in a Communist plan, was the 

greatest evil to be feared at home just as on the international scene. He 

would continue to believe so during his political career. Thus, as historian 

Robert Dallek notes: "In the eyes of Ronald Reagan and other conservatives, 

the communism of the Soviet Union represents the end point, the logical 

culmination of dangerous currents --  big government, atheism and relaxed 

moral standards -- that they see running so powerfully in America." (17) 
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This explains that for Reagan as for many others the effort to defend and 

restore traditional values at home went hand in hand with the fight against 

communism. (18) In 1965, "Reagan had been publicly talking national 

issues for ten years, and his political reputation rested far more on the 

nationwide speech he had made for Goldwater in 1964 than on anything he 

had ever done in California politics. As a matter of fact, he found it difficult 

at first to de-escalate his rhetoric from the national to the state level." (19) 

Just as Communism until 1989 would help to consolidate the energies of the 

nation on the international level, excessive governmental intervention would 

always remain Reagan's scapegoat. Thus, the two leading themes that would 

orient his political career were present in his rhetoric, since the late 1950's. 

So was the sense of urgency that he constantly exuded. In his 

thinking, boundless faith and optimism coexisted with intense misgivings 

about the future and the outside world. Images of an impending crisis 

frequently inspired his speeches beginning as early as 1959. (20) The nation 

was at a turning-point, facing its "rendezvous with destiny." "Wars end in 

victory or defeat," he asserted ominously in a speech to the Arizona 

Chamber of Commerce as early as March 30, 1961. "By 1970 the world will 

be all slave or all free." (21) But in the end the nation's principles would 

prevail. The struggle pitted good against evil, "the good represented by 
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religious-based free enterprise democracy, the evil, by godless 

communism." (22) Biblical references such as the shining city on the hill 

abounded. Traditional values were constantly present, particularly the 

settler's conquering spirit and belief. In contrast to Johnson's 'Great Society' 

suggesting implicitly dedication to the nation as a collective body, Reagan's 

gubernatorial campaign ran on the slogan 'Creative Society', connoting the 

individual citizens' capacity of multiplying opportunities. (23) 

The political disarray resulting from the crisis over domestic 

and foreign issues in the sixties and seventies further exacerbated Reagan's 

portrayal of the international and domestic threats. By the early seventies, 

domestic and international issues had become the focus of sharp 

contentions, causing a polarization both in the Democratic and Republican 

camps. It was the entire scope and direction of Nixon's policies, especially 

the policy of detente, his triangular diplomacy with China and the Soviet 

Union and, finally, Watergate, that seemed to alienate the conservatives in 

the Republican Party. (24) For those whose political affiliation depended on 

a hard stance against Communism, detente and the opening to China came 

close to heresy. (25) Others were confounded by what they considered the 

broad scope of Nixon's social programs at home, and resented that an 

excessive government interference in the lives of the citizens seemed to 
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have been tacitly accepted by the Republican Party. (26) Nor was Nixon 

alone to be blamed for the generalized dissatisfaction, which came to a head 

with the Watergate scandal. Social issues which had been thrown on the 

political agenda as a result of the sixties liberation movement were seized 

upon by all quarters. It was liberalism that gave to a great extent the 

religious Republican Right its political program, which consisted mainly in 

an offensive against what it conceived as the corruption of the social fabric 

by the forces of modernism. The issues of abortion, of school prayer, and of 

assistance to parochial schools, fed the increasingly powerful political 

Right's agenda. So did the need to counter the threat of an erosion of family 

values. Finally, the revolt of students, which resulted in draft dodging and 

flag burning, awoke apprehensions of imminent anarchy. As the consensus 

over liberalism eroded, the conservative camp searched for a new identity in 

reaction to the post-war period: the quest for a new belonging, which was by 

no means confined to the Republicans but cut across party lines, expressed a 

new populist fervor directed against an almighty government. (27) 

The repudiation of liberalism's legacy went hand in hand with 

a denunciation of the past two decades which, many deplored, had resolved 

nothing. Instead, it fuelled the frustration of a "sensation of déja vu, an 

impression that we are seeing the rerun of a not very good movie ...," 
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lamented journalist David Broder as early as 1971. (28) The protesting new 

voice of conservatism stigmatized the betrayal of post-war administrations, 

mainly Roosevelt's "surrender" to Stalin at Yalta, what they considered a 

:stalemate in Korea, and Nixon's detente policies. (29) 

Revival, more than deference for tradition, gave the new 

conservatism its impulse. Reagan not only shared this impulse of renewal, he 

soon began to personify it. Central to his rhetoric was the recurrent theme of 

the people's struggle against those "special interests" that had captured 

government. As he expressed it in a 1977 speech: "Let us lay to rest, once 

and for all, the myth of a small group of ideological purists trying to capture 

a majority. Replace it with the reality of a majority trying to assert its rights 

against the tyranny of powerful academics, fashionable left-revolutionaries, 

some economic illiterates who happen to hold elective office, and the social 

engineers who dominate the dialogue and set the format in political and 

social affairs. " (30) 

Reagan's revolutionary fervor came to irritate even some of 

his conservative allies, such as commentator George Will, who wrote in 

1985: "He is painfully fond of the least conservative sentiment conceivable, 

a statement taken from an anti-conservative, Thomas Paine: 'We have it in 

our power to begin the world over again.' Any time, any place, that is 
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nonsense." (31) Reagan, nonetheless, once compared the "anti-tax 

movement" that began in the seventies to something "much more than an 

anti-tax movement, just as the Boston Tea Party was much more than anti-

tax initiative. " (32) The two heroes whom Reagan quoted most often apart 

from Paine, viz. Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin, were indeed very 

remote from his own philosophical outlook. (33) So was the president whom 

he claimed as his spiritual father, FDR. Yet one of his most astute 

biographers, Lou Cannon, observed: "Culturally, he remained a Democrat 

who drew his metaphors and inspiration from the New Deal. Other 

Republican politicians spoke to the majority of the electorate as outsiders, 

trying to induce Democrats to come over to their side. Reagan spoke as an 

insider". (34) An insider he was, but not strictly speaking of a particular 

political party, not even of a concrete reality, but of the frustrated yearnings 

of a disenchanted majority. And the heroes he referred to were symbols, 

rather than historical characters. Reagan's strand of revisionism was both 

more solidly anchored in the present and more hopeful than that of other 

dissenting conservative voices. He continuously instilled the feeling of a 

new start, as George Will reflected: "the 1980s have been years in which 

Americans have had the sharp sensations of morning - freshness and sobriety 

and a second chance. " (35) Rather than dwelling on domestic poverty, he 
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stigmatized those who received welfare payments and often illustrated his 

criticism by telling the unfounded story of a Chicago woman who lived 

extravagantly thanks to such support. (36) He didn't see domestic poverty, 

but instead boundless opportunity, provided incentives were given to make 

the poor turn away from welfare and work hard. 

Reagan played a role in obliterating the past for the sake of 

national confidence. He succeeded in marking a clear break from the 

memory of recent past. In contrast to Carter's "mournful history" (37) who 

had referred in his nationally televised speech of July 15, 1979 to the "crisis 

of confidence ... that strikes at the very heart and soul and spirit of our 

national will," Reagan declared: "I find no national malaise, I find nothing 

wrong with the American people. " (38) Instead, what had so recently been 

the nation's nightmare was transformed into a "noble cause." (39) His 

optimism even succeeded in giving a positive meaning to moments of 

catastrophe, as when Reagan saluted the memory of the 101st Airborne 

Division soldiers killed in a plane crash as well as those who died in space 

shuttle Challenger. (40) He was also inclined to minimize the gravity of the 

Watergate scandal. As Lou Cannon remarks, Reagan had defended Nixon in 

this instance, " declaring in public that Nixon was governing effectively 

despite Watergate, and in private that he was the victim of a 'lynch mob' 
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determined to hound him from office." (41) By dismissing the present and 

the problems encountered by the nation, he was able to evade many of the 

contradictions of his presidency, as Wills observes astutely: "Even when 

untoward things happened on his 'watch' of responsibility (if not of control), 

he was busy convincing people that the future would be different." (42) Less 

friendly in characterizing Reagan's ability to shake off responsibility for 

adverse events was Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder with her "Teflon" 

analogy, an effect which often rescued him, most of all during the Iran-

Contra affair. (43) Reagan displayed a peculiar blend of wilsonian idealism 

and the realism that had provided the base of containment politics. Never 

mind that his entourage was dismayed by an imaginary scenario he was fond 

of sketching - that an invasion of beings from outer space would bring about 

a reconciliation of the United States and the Soviet Union. He would 

continue to repeat it in public and even to Gorbachev during the 1985 

Geneva summit, thus manifesting an inherent belief in the universality of 

mankind. (44) Because he substituted his faith in human perfectibility to 

Hobbesian pessimism, he was able to believe in ultimate concord -- a 'Happy 

Ending' to world conflicts. On the domestic front, his general economic 

philosophy was supported by an optimistic confidence in the "invisible 

hand" that would bring economic prosperity to the nation and somehow 
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balance the budget, despite all evidence to the contrary. (45) 

While optimism in matters of foreign affairs expressed the 

elated mood of his later years as President, on other occasions, particularly 

until 1984-85, intimidating and often hawkish utterances seemed to forever 

preclude any genuine dialogue with the Soviet Union. A confrontational 

attitude well encapsulated in his speech of March 8, 1983, when he referred 

to the Soviet Union as "the focus of evil in the modern world". (46) In that 

he was, of course, the product of the Second World War, and his vision of 

the world was colored by its lessons. He feared the potentially disastrous 

consequences of a policy of appeasement. (47) Against the Axis powers, 

against North Korea, or against the Viet Minh and Viet Cong, he deplored 

not United States involvement per se, but any half-hearted commitment of 

Americans to a cause. "I think, as MacArthur did, that if we as a nation send 

our soldiers abroad to get shot at, we have a moral responsibility to do 

everything we can to win the war we put them in." (48) Wrong were any timid 

policy choices in dealing with the Soviet Union and futile any attempts at 

negotiation except from a position of extreme strength. (49) "Detente" was a 

"word the Russians had interpreted as a freedom to pursue whatever policies 

of subversion, aggression, and expansionism they wanted anywhere in the 

world." (50) Peace would come through dissuasion. "As the foundation of 
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my foreign policy," he wrote, "I decided we had to send as powerful a 

message as we could to the Russians that we weren't going to stand by 

anymore while they armed and financed terrorists and subverted democratic 

governments. Our policy was to be one based on strength and realism. I 

wanted peace through strength, not peace through a piece of paper." (51) 

Reagan advocated not only defense, but also the promotion of American 

interests and values. Conscious of the prevalent mood of aloofness, he 

nevertheless "believed it was senseless, ill-founded, and dangerous for 

America to withdraw from its role as superpower and leader of the Free 

World." (52) He was in fact acutely aware of the nation's need for a 

"spiritual revival", and the objective of exorcizing the Vietnam experience 

inspired much of his presidency. (53) In his January 1989 farewell address, 

he would declare that along with economic recovery, "the recovery of our 

morale" represented a great triumph. (54) In his buoyant call to the nation, 

Ronald Reagan was reassuring the nation by reverting to the old myth of the 

American Adam. As historian Vann Woodward has pointed out: "Americans 

were proving unable to move beyond their deeply embedded concept of the 

national character as a new Adam, with the result that the national psyche 

continued to oscillate between self-perceptions of unique innocence or 

unique evil." (55) 
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Hardly a comment on the struggles for equality waged by the 

nation that had "brought to all mankind for the first time the concept that 

man was born free."(56) Many contemporary observers as well as numerous 

historians have reflected on FDR's metaphors and symbols seized upon by 

Reagan as he anchored his program on that of Franklin Roosevelt, even as 

he undid the late President's political legacy, or disparaged it as "fascism". 

(57) Or on similarities of temperament and style. (58) As one would expect, 

his frequent references to Franklin D. Roosevelt, the political ideal he 

claimed to emulate, initially awoke among fellow Republicans a bewildered 

indignation. (59) Subsequent expressions of deference to Franklin Roosevelt 

came as the approaching centennial of the late President reanimated among 

conservatives the old rancor for Yalta's supposed betrayal. However, Reagan 

never lost his deep admiration for Roosevelt's conduct during the war. As 

late as November 1985, Reagan "cited ... reasons for our skepticism about 

the Soviets such as the Soviet betrayal of Stalin's promise at Yalta to hold 

free elections in the nations of Eastern Europe after World War ll". (60) 

Purity was reclaimed by obliterating past blemishes. Reagan's vision of the 

American past was bent to fit his beliefs and fantasy: "He was forever 

reinventing history’s past" (61). The inhabitant of an eclectic. past, one that 

privileged certain events and discarded others, Reagan was once stigmatized 
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for suffering from acute amnesia. (62) His, indeed, as Garry Wills has 

remarked, was more an appeal to go "Back to the Future", to mention the 

title of a movie that Reagan quoted in his 1982 State of the Union address. 

(63) In fact, historical references were blurred and actualized. The freedom 

fighters, the founding fathers were not, in his world, history. They became 

frame of reference for twentieth century America. An America whose 

principles were being tested throughout the world: In Nicaragua, in Poland, 

in Afghanistan, and at the end of his second term in the Soviet empire. 

Replaying history was Reagan's attempt at exorcising it. The 

Cold War provided to a great extent the arena on which to stage the 

redeeming struggle against the blemishes of history, and that gave focus and 

opportunity to restore the nation's confidence. (64) Confrontation with the 

Soviet Union was a foremost priority in the administration's agenda, when it 

came to power, as political philosopher Raymond Aron suggested in the title 

of an article written for Foreign Affairs in 1981: it was indeed Ideology in 

Search of a Policy. (65) 

This clear-cut vision of the world had hardly any shades. First 

of all, there seemed to be little room for peaceful coexistence between the 

two competing philosophies. (66) Washington would not exert its efforts on 

the side of the "evil empire" until Gorbachev's more promising days. No 
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inclination, therefore, to attempt a resolution of regional conflicts in 

cooperation with the Soviet Union. (67) On the contrary, such conflicts 

became battlegrounds of Soviet-American rivalry. At stake, it was believed, 

at least potentially, in every issue of contention, was this fundamental 

confrontation. The Soviet Union was considered to be largely responsible for 

Third World crises and tensions. (68) Little room was left, consequently, for 

national differences, idiosyncrasies which might escape this Manichean 

categorization, hardly a glance given at rivalries originating in regional 

nationalism. (69) Reagan's view of communism seems to have been 

monolithic. As remarked by Lou Cannon in his biography, Reagan used 

communism and socialism interchangeably and was actually surprised to 

discover French President Mitterand's hostility to the Soviet Union. (70) 

This monolithic conception of communism explains that initially his 

hostility was also focused against Beijing. In 1980 Reagan still was very 

critical of the normalization of relations with China, "a country whose 

ideology subscribes to an ideology based on a belief in destroying 

governments like ours. " (71) After heeding the advice of Nixon, Ford, 

Bush (U.S. representative in China after the 1972 normalization) and Haig, 

among others, Reagan adopted the strategy of preserving good relations with 

China as a deterrent against the Soviet Union, notwithstanding the fact that 
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he would ever completely shed his bipolar vision of the world. (72)  

Because this notion of a bipolar world and of a relentless 

struggle between the United States and the Soviet Union so dominated 

Reagan's perspective, the internal dynamics of the Third World countries 

were largely overlooked by his diplomacy. Among the potentially most 

explosive regions was the Middle East, where "the facile 'Soviet instigation' 

argument upon which Reagan ... relied paled before the indigenous ferocity 

of ethnic, religious, regime, and social tensions ..." (73) In October 1981, 

when justifying his banking on Saudi Arabia to make the Arabs accept 

Israel's right to exist, Reagan asserted, for instance, that Saudi Arabia, an 

Islamic absolute monarchy, wanted "to be part of the West because they 

associate more with our views and our philosophy." (74) Before Shultz's 

appointment as Secretary of State in June 1982 and the drafting of a general 

peace plan in the Middle East, widely felt as a positive step, the attempt to 

create an anti-Soviet grouping in this area only compounded persisting 

tensions. The administration's sale of arms to the Saudis did not create the 

desired alliance between the Israelis and moderate Arab governments, but 

instead alarmed the Begin Government. (75) 

Analyzing the case of the Iran-Iraq war, historian Fred 

Halliday remarks that "in the Gulf, the USSR and the United States had a 
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position that overlapped in many ways: both were concerned to limit and 

end the war; both, from 1982 onward, supported Iraq. While each blamed 

the other for the crisis in the Gulf, each knew that it was not primarily the 

other great power, but the local states, that had caused and continued this 

war. Yet the general, prevailing, crisis of East-West relations led to a 

situation in which the Reagan administration actively sought to rival the 

USSR by its policies in the Gulf. In so doing it both further exacerbated 

relations between Moscow and Washington, and missed opportunities for a 

coordinated East-West approach to the Gulf war itself. " (76) 

Areas that were not of prominent strategic or economic 

importance, as was the case of most of the African continent, were to a large 

extent ignored. (77) Reagan's diplomatic initiatives hardly showed any 

understanding or sensitivity to African and Asian revolts against 

colonialism, religious uprisings, or Latin-American rebellions against 

dictatorships, manifesting his lack of any historical frame of reference. (78) 

Sadly ironical is this comment of Robert Pastor, former Director of Latin 

American Affairs on the National Security Council, on Mexico's relations 

with the United States: "Each new proposal from the United States suffers 

from historical amnesia. Each hesitant and suspicious response from Mexico 

suffers from historical paralysis. " (79) The social and political situation in 
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the Third World was considered secondary, while the threat of a subversive 

conspiracy ultimately emanating from Moscow dominated the 

administration's entire outlook. (80) Witness this odd remark: "Under 

Castro," Reagan wrote, "Cuba had become not only a satellite of Moscow 

but a potential jumping off spot for terrorists directed by his cohort and 

fellow Soviet client, Colonel Qaddafi. " (81) 

He seemed to be aware on occasion that domestic conditions 

account for revolutions. He did manifest, for example, in his Memoirs some 

sensitivity for the Latin American apprehension of U.S. interference in their 

affairs, and some knowledge of the "economic, social, and political 

imbalances that made Latin America so ripe for revolution." In fact, he 

stated in his Memoirs, that "the threat of Communism wouldn't diminish 

until the people's standard of living was improved and the totalitarian 

countries of Latin America gave them more freedom." "We had to tread 

softly", he conceded. (82) The vision of a Soviet aggressive strive to 

dominate inspired the administration's agenda in many delicate areas. In 

addition, tolerance of autocratic regimes in many Third World countries, 

such as in Pakistan, the Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Argentina, Brazil and 

Chile, even though not fully consistent, was based on the intellectual crutch 

supplied by Kirkpatrick whose distinction between orderly, authoritarian, 
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regimes and totalitarian ones provided a neat rationale to support whoever 

was on the side of Washington against Moscow. (83) 

Overlooked also because of this mesmerizing with the Soviet 

Union were sensitivities even of America's NATO allies, for instance, when 

Reagan tried to prevent European-Soviet commercial transactions in the gas 

pipeline project after the imposition of martial law in Poland in December 

1981, or when the deployment of Pershing missiles was imposed on 

Germany. (84)  

Trapped by its determination to pursue confrontational 

politics vis-à-vis the Soviet Union and the resolve to erase the Vietnam 

trauma, the Reagan administration found itself in a dilemma. Public hostility 

against further U.S. interventions could only constrain its margin of 

maneuver, unless, of course, it acted covertly. Secrecy in the preparatory 

stage of the attack on Grenada was justified in Reagan's view to prevent 

rumors that this may become "another Vietnam." (85) But in general, any 

intervention had to be limited but successful and appear grandiose. The 

Reagan administration's diplomatic record is one strewn by symbolic 

assertions of strength, where the importance of rhetoric overrode the 

significance of actions. Even conservative observers saw a discrepancy 

between the Reagan administration's initiatives and the rationale given to 
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support them. Writing in 1985, for instance, at a time when there was yet 

little evidence of decisive change within the Soviet Union and when 

numerous tensions, among them the controversial Strategic Defense 

Initiative, strained East-West relations as well as NATO, diplomatic 

historian Robert E. Osgood asserted that "no administration has throughout 

its tenure shown a greater disparity between the popular impression of 

intentions it conveyed and the actual means it employed ... The continuity 

and moderation of the administration's operational policies and actions, from 

the outset, have been in marked contrast to its image of reckless militancy." 

(86) Overlooking the tremendous cost involved in the arms race, Osgood 

voiced the preoccupation of conservatives: "Those who have focused their 

concern about Reagan's foreign policy on its alleged bellicosity and trigger-

happiness have worried about the wrong thing. A more plausible worry ... is 

that tough talk has become a surrogate for expedient action; that President 

Reagan's popularity reflects the public inclination to savor the impression of 

national forcefulness without incurring any risks or costs to back it up; and 

that there will come a day of reckoning for which neither the government 

nor the public is prepared." (87) Outright opponents of the Reagan 

administration, not surprisingly, shared a similar view on what they 

considered the symbolical nature of the Reagan administration's initiatives. 
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Grenada's "uniquely easy" invasion in 1983, the showdown with Qaddafi in 

April 1986, interpreted by Chomsky as a "public relations" stunt, and more 

generally, the "Reagan doctrine" enounced in the February 1985 State of the 

Union Message, are concrete examples of this. Their function was mainly 

"theatrical" as Halliday writes of the Reagan doctrine. (88) These apparently 

bold initiatives, seemingly geared to the urgency of the moment, were in fact 

seeking to rescue the past and to clear the blemished memory of Vietnam. 

Inspiring them was "a motivated forgetting ... imply[ing] a cultural impulse 

both to have the experience and not to retain it in memory." (89) Since they 

hardly provided answers to actual situations, but instead attempts to restore 

the national identity, Reagan's diplomatic initiatives were linked together by 

a perpetual narcissistic self-redeeming logic. Speaker O'Neill illustrates this 

by the following remark: "Grenada was really about Lebanon ... · My 

greatest fear about Reagan's foreign policy is that ten years from now we'll 

look back on the Grenada incident as a dress rehearsal for our invasion of 

Nicaragua." (90) 

The implications of the above are in many ways ironic. More 

often than not, Reagan would, as George Will once put it, "restore trust in 

that which he distrusts -- government, and accomplish exactly what he had 

condemned before: the dangerous growth of big government. (91) While he 
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did diminish the size of the administrative apparatus of government, he 

nevertheless allowed and contributed to making the government the problem 

by running massive deficits and multiplying the public debt: "As the rhetoric 

became more antigovernment, the policies became more controlling ... As 

his military expenditures mounted ever higher and the national debt passed 

the one-trill ion-dollar mark, he announced that government was 'not the 

solution but the problem'.” (92) Adverse effects also ensued in the realm of 

foreign policy. The Reagan administration's obsession with the Soviet Union 

proved ultimately to be clearly counterproductive. It was the conciliatory 

stance and increasing popularity of Gorbachev after 1985 that assuaged the 

Western alliance. (93) While Reagan justified his 1983 SDI by claiming that 

the United States should negotiate from a position of strength, a catastrophic 

outcome was perhaps averted more thanks to internal developments in the 

Soviet Union than through the increase in Washington's war potential. 

Characterized by Sakharov as a "a kind of ligne Maginot in space - 

expensive and ineffective", the SDI that was conceived as a supreme 

strengthening of the United States deterrent capability could well have 

brought about gravely adverse consequences. (94) A myopic perspective of 

the world makes us believe that we have, largely helped by an aggressive 

foreign policy, "won" the cold war. Lesser mention is made of the internal 
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tensions that cracked open the colossal Soviet empire. While our Western 

democracies have certainly proven more flexible, more suited to the needs of 

the individual and hence, more durable than the former Soviet Union, it is 

important that we do not fall prey to the fallacy of this tempting belief, a 

belief in fact under girded by a very traditional faith in America's 

exceptionalism. How indeed does it stand when measured against the 

diversity of cultures that forever has overwhelmed ruling political systems?  

 
Beyond the immediate and concrete results of the Reagan 

presidency is his symbolic legacy. Sociologist Jean Baudrillard has assessed 

the meaning of Reagan's presidency in the following way: "In Reagan, a 

system of values that was formerly effective turns into something ideal and 

imaginary. The image of America becomes imaginary for Americans 

themselves, at a point when it is without doubt profoundly compromised." 

(95) Besides obliterating the causes of the national crisis and lulling the 

country into a superficial sense of grandeur, Reagan persisted until the end 

of his presidency in portraying the government as an evil outsider. By 

successfully dissociating himself from what he saw as the undermining of 

the country's health by the Capital's political machine, Reagan contributed in 

no small measure to alienate the American people from its system. (96) 

Contrary to popular belief, therefore, Reagan did not really do away with the 
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malaise which he had always refused to see. Instead he changed the 

perception of this malaise. He helped to transform guilt into ills perpetrated 

by an outsider. Interestingly, the invisible, gradual encroachment of the state 

on a nation infantilized and unaware had been foreshadowed by Tocqueville. 

(97) 
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